BP-U60T
Lithium-ion battery (56Wh)
with power out terminal

Overview

Compact battery for XDCAM handy camcorders
The BP-U60T (85 Wh) Lithium-ion battery supports
professional video shooting in both the field and the
studio. The battery has a 4 Pin 2A (Max) power output.
The BP-U60T powers XDCAM handy camcorders such as
the PMW-200, PMW-150 andPMW-100, as well as the
PMW-50 portable deck. The battery provides power for
more than two hours, depending on the camcorder.
Intelligent INFO function displays battery status in
camcorder
The BP-U60T is equipped with a professional
INFOfunction that shows the remaining capacity,
chargingtime, and charge cycles on INFOcompatibleequipment such as Sony chargers and
camcorders.

Features

Powers XDCAM handy camcorders up to two hours
The BP-U60T powers XDCAM handy camcorders such as
the PMW-200, PMW-150 and PMW-100, as well as the
PMW-50 portable deck. It provides 56 Whpower for more
than two hours to the PMW-200 in combination with the
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CBK-WA100 wireless adapter.
Power output terminal
The BP-U60T includes a 4 Pin 2A (max) power output
terminal for peripheral accessories such as video lights.
Intelligent INFO function displays battery status in camcorder
The BP-U60T is equipped with a professional
INFOfunction that shows the remaining capacity,
chargingtime, and charge cycles on INFOcompatibleequipment such as Sony chargers and
camcorders.
Compact design for ease of use
The BP-U60T has a mass of 350 g (15oz) and dimensions
(W x H x D) of 41.5 x 82.5 x 69.7 mm (1 11/16 x 3 1/4 x
2 3/4 inches).
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Gallery
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